DELAC Meeting
Friday, May 10, 2019
12:00 p.m. Ripon High School Room C2
1. Welcome and Introductions: Claudia Angel RE/RHS, Patricia Medina WE/RHS, Imelda
Vega RHS/CO, Eva Matthews PV, Kathy Coleman DO, Renee Roberts DO, Ana Mota
RA, Jodi Landa RE (translator), Lina Ureste PV, Viviana Angulo WE, Eva Stum RHS,
Felicia Franco CO, Erendira Amparo WE, Lidia Reynoso PV, Adriana Ponce RE
2. Reviewed minutes from February 8, 2019 meeting.
a. Questions/Comments: None
b. Motion to approve: Felicia Franco Second: Jodi Landa Motion: Carried
3. LCAP Review:
a. Kathy discussed important parts of the LCAP that pertain to federal funds, board
goals, response to intervention, greatest progress/needs of district and
performance gaps.
b. Page 8 is the dashboard snapshot - showing the strengths and weaknesses of
the district - Kathy described what the colors mean, the biggest concerns, and
what the new areas of concern are.
c. Harvest High’s suspension rate has improved as Suzette has been working hard
to get HHS out of the red.
d. Kathy discussed the annual update. What was put in the “expected column” vs
the “actual column”
e. Page 19 - analysis section was reviewed regarding actual expenditures vs.
planned expenditures. 18 elementary teachers piloted and are moving forward to
recommend Amplify at the upcoming board meeting. The HS is getting ready to
pilot STEMScopes. Elementary schools will start the 19/20 school year with new
NGSS approved Science curriculum.
f. Kathy went on to discuss changes within the document.
g. Lydia asking for workshops for parents to get the upper grade students
motivated.
i.
Felicia shared out regarding LULAC: a flyer at CO was received and she
and Cheryl went through and filtered through all of the workshops to pick
the ones that were most beneficial for the students in the 17/18 school
year.
ii.
Moving forward, Eva Matthews will look into sending students who would
benefit and qualify to attend these workshops - will be a site decision.
iii.
There isn’t a limit on students allowed to attend. It is a matter of planning bus chaperones
h. Please review the document for further detail
4. Kathy reviewed the Stakeholder Engagement
a. First 2 pgs discuss all the meetings that have taken place for the LCAP all year
b. Impact discusses the changes that impacted the LCAP because of the meetings
c. Kathy reviewed the Goals and Actions

i.

5.
6.

7.
8.

Please review the 19/20 column as it details our goals for the next school
year
d. Kathy explained how to review the short summary and find the at length details in
the LCAP
e. Each school receives $5,000 for STEAM and monies are also distributed to
libraries and music programs
f. We have purchased 1 new Chrome cart per elementary site
g. Kathy Coleman continued to go through the LCAP Summary sheet - explaining
what each goal and action means
h. Goal 3 was created for ELs - page 80 of the LCAP goes over the percentages of
students who met or exceeded standards. Goal 3 is in place to close the gap.
i. Kathy explained Page 109 of the LCAP
j. Please see document for further information.
Reviewed the Budget Overview for Parents
Motion: To approve the LCAP
i.
1st: Lydia Reynoso
ii.
2nd: Claudia Angel
iii.
Carried: All were in favor
Questions/Comments: Kathy encouraged feedback. Parents approved the goals, they
just want to make sure that they are actually being implemented at the sites.
Motion to adjourn
a. 1st Viviana Angulo
b. 2nd Ana Mota
c. Meeting adjourned: 1:15

